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Leasing options available

• Pay per production cycle

•Avoid time consuming cap-
ex approval process

• Latest technology and
software updates

For more information on all 
of our robots and our latest 
products please visit our 
website:

www.rmgroupuk.com 
sales@rmgroupuk.com

Robotic Pick & Place

Robotic pick and place cells are increasingly becoming the 
application of choice for all industries requiring consistent 
quality, high production throughputs and safe working 
processes.

Pick and place cells speed up the process of picking parts 
up and placing them in new locations, increasing production 
rates and ensuring high levels of quality. Suitable for the 
food, beverage, pharmaceutical and many other industries. 

The cells can be integrated to compliment automated 
systems already in place, utilising much of the current 

As an ABB AVP (Authorised 
Value Provider) RMGroup 
have been recognised for 
their In-depth knowledge, 
Industry experience and 
commitment to standards
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equipment and within 
the same floor space.

The RMGPPC-1200 has 
a very small footprint 
ensuring a cost 
effective, safe and 
high-speed solution.



Product can be picked up in 
a variety of materials, shapes 
and sizes and be placed in 
different formats into the 
following 

- IFCO Crates
(Full and half sizes)

- Bale Arm crates
- Display Units
- Shelf Ready Packs

(SRP’s)
- Cases.

Concept Design

Our control systems engineers 
use ABB’s latest robotic 
simulation software and offline 
programming to configure cell 
layout and create new 
programmes.

The software enables our 
engineers to make changes to 
existing programmes offline 
which minimises production 
downtime.

Robot studio is built on the 
ABB virtual controller and an 
exact copy of the real software 
that runs your robot in 
production. This allows realistic 
simulation to be performed.
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Technical Specifications

Products Packed
Food, beverages, cosmetics 
pharmaceuticals & more

Filling Speed
Up to 10 crates/cases a 
minute*

Optional Extras
Bespoke Tooling
Stainless steel

Air Supply
6 Bar

Power Requirements
3 Phase 63 amp

Operation & Support 
Remote connection, CCTV

 Principle of operation
Product is conveyed into the pick and place cell. Empty crates/
trays are inserted manually or conveyed from de-stacking system.

Sensors detect product in position and once full, the crate/case is 
ejected onto the out-feed conveying.

The cell is designed to allow ease of maintenance and clean down 
whilst utilising minimal floor space. The robust 6 axis robot allows 
flexible and versatile packing, for an ever changing consumer 
market.
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